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chairperson’s report
It is my pleasure to introduce our annual report for
2019/20. This is our opportunity to share with you
the many achievements of our unique organisation.
These achievements include the way in which we
have risen to meet the many challenges we have
faced, and how we have managed the organisation
to address them.

Financial Update For Year
2019/20 – Summary of Income and Expenditure
CLYDESDALE COMMUNITY INITIATIVES LTD - HEALTH, INCLUSION AND TRAINING

£

Income
Revenue Grants

299,810

Capital Grants

66,991

Trading Sales (management fees, gardening, woodworking etc.),

74,359

Social Care

82,139

Total income

523,299

Expenditure

In writing this report I find myself struggling to find new
superlatives to describe the work of our management,
staff, participants, volunteers, and supporters, for they
really are outstanding. They are helping us drive the
business forward, and elsewhere in this report you will
read of their many new initiatives and achievements.
At the end of our 2019/20 year we were all shocked by
the spread and impact of the Covid19 virus, a situation
which continued into 20/21 and may be with us for some
time to come. During this national and local crisis our
CCI team have been providing support to our participants
and have been key players in providing support to
individuals and charitable organisations working in our
local community.
During the financial year, and as we indicated in last year’s
report, we closed our subsidiary business ‘CCI Scotland
Landscapes Ltd’. We also highlighted that this would mean
we would be to developing new activities which would
make a financial contribution to the organisation in support
of our core work while delivering a positive social impact.
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I am delighted to report that we are already making good
progress with these initiatives, and this is in large measure
due to the ingenuity and hard work of our management
and staff. Further detail on these successes are covered
later in this report.
We still face uncertainties around the management of the
Covid19 virus, and we are working to protect the health and
wellbeing of all who participate in our organisation in line
with governmental rules and guidelines as they progress.
Looking forward through 20/21 and beyond we are
confident that by sticking to our core values, developing
and optimising our new business initiatives, and with the
continued help of our many supporters we will continue to
grow the services and support we provide in our community.
To all who have contributed to our success, and last but
not least to my fellow Board Members who give freely
of their experience, expertise and time in support of CCI,
my grateful thanks.

Revenue

440,445

Capital (Depreciation)

48,092

Total Expenditure

488,537

Profit (revenue only)

16,062

Charity Surplus
During the financial year, as indicated last year, CCI Scotland
Landscapes Ltd was liquidated. All costs relating to the closure
have been recognised in the Charity’s accounts.
The Charity’s surplus includes an increase of £38k in restricted funds,
leaving CCI with a surplus of unresticted Net Assets of £139k.at the
end of March 2020. This only represents 31% of our annual running
costs therefore we must continue to seek income from our Funders
and all our internal activities.
Full details of our financial position is in our Accounts which
will be available after our AGM later this year.
Thanks must be given to all our Trustees and Employees for
their hard work in achieving this result in a difficult trading year.

Andrew Walker
Treasurer

Neil MacDonald
Chairperson
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placement support
manager’s report

A celebration of achievements
Thanks to the tremendous hard work and dedication of all
our participants, volunteers and staff this year has definitely
been a year to celebrate! An astounding 219 individuals
used their talents, skills and experiences to make substantive
contributions to local communities across Lanarkshire
through this year’s programmes. The opening of the Barn
Shop &Tearoom, playpark and nature trail has added

another exciting dimension to CCI social enterprises and
is providing valuable training & volunteering opportunities
for participants. Opening our facilities to the general public
has reinforced the sense of community and inclusion that
CCI have always strived to create and we are absolutely
delighted to welcome the general public and other
community groups to enjoy our facilities.

Total CCI participants 2019/20
Delivered 3975
volunteering
sessions

Delivered 1177
Self Directed
Support sessions

Engaged 219
individuals

Participant Referral Pathway
PATHWAY

PARTNER

Mental health recovery pathway

Clydesdale Resource Network (CRN), NHSL Community Mental Health Teams, (CMHTs)

Social prescribing

CMHTs / NHSL Allied Health Professionals / Primary Care / Third Sector agencies /
Healthy Valleys / LAMH/self-referral

Self-Directed Support (SDS) Placement

Social Work Resources – Adult Care
Self-referral (Carers with SDS Option 1)

Supported training placement
(young people)

South Lanarkshire Education Services
South Lanarkshire Council Aspire (16+) Vocational Development Programme
South Lanarkshire Council Education Authority
Private residential care agencies

Community Volunteers

Environmental Agencies, Third Sector (VASLAN, VANL) and individuals who share
our mission and values

2019/20 Programmes
2019/2020
Clydesdale Food Growing Network (including Clyde Valley Orchard Co-operative)
NHS Green Health Partnership Project
Langloch Barn Shop & Tearoom
Environmental & Heritage Volunteering Programme
Langloch Food Growing
Langloch Chutneys and Food Processing (using produce grown on site)
Langloch Woodcrafts
Langloch Botanics
Adopt a Station Project (In partnership with Scotrail, schools, NHS & Albion Rovers)
School Programmes (Lanark Grammar ASN Unit and Douglas Primary School)
Branching Out (Forestry Commission/NHS: 12 week therapeutic woodland activity programme)
Wellness Recovery Action Plan (WRAP): 8 week self-management group
Smoking Cessation Group (NHS) – support group for CCI participants
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Clydesdale Food Growing Network
We are immensely proud of the work of the Community
Food Growing Network (CFGN) and continue to be
astounded by what CCI participants, NHS patients, and
our food growing partners: Lanark in Bloom, Forth Eco
Project, Larkhall Community Growers, Castlebank Park
& CVOC), all working together can achieve. The network
contributes fresh fruit and veg to Clydesdale Food Bank;
providing much needed produce to local people facing
the highest levels of deprivation.
In the past 12 months 89 individuals have contributed
time and energy to making the CFGN a resounding success.
Liz Barthram, Clydesdale Food Bank said,

“It was such a lovely opportunity to meet some
of the people who have put so much hard work in
to providing the clients of the food bank with really
fresh, top quality vegetables and fruit. Not only
is the produce so fresh, it has gone a long way
to reducing our fresh food spend over the summer
as demand continues to grow. Many thanks to CCI
and to all the members of the Food Growers Coop
from all over Clydesdale and beyond.”
In early 2020 we also formed the Gardener’s DEN
(Gardener’s Distribution and Exchange Network)
to open up the network to individual food growers
and to encourage community donations and exchange
of excess produce grown. Monthly DEN sessions
commenced in February but were unfortunately
suspended due to the lockdown.

NHS Green Health Partnership Food
Growing Project
Working across five hospital sites The NHSL Community
Growing Initiative is now embedded in hospital activities
for NHS patients and volunteers respectively. Each hospital
group is structured to provide maximum green health
benefits to specific inpatients groups, outpatients, external
volunteers and hospital staff/visitors. Highlights of the
year include an increased engagement of inpatients at
Cleland Hospital, successfully integrating green activities
into the patient rehabilitation programme at Kirklands,
a seasonal programme of intergenerational activities at
Lady Home, a very busy and productive growing group at
Coathill and a new dementia group at Udston Hospital.
This year we have worked closely with ward staff to increase
inpatient engagement. Hospital staff and visitors are also
reaping the benefits of improved hospital grounds where
they can reduce personal stress and of course the many
recipients of the foodbank donations are benefitting too.
The total amount of vegetables grown this year is 280kg
over the 5 hospital sites!

“I think that there is increasingly a greater need
and value in health and social care to access the
service that CCI can provide. There’s a quality
assurance to working with CCI.” NHS Staff 2019

Langloch Barn Shop & Tearoom
Participants in the CCI community kitchen have been
presented with a new challenge since October 2019,
in the form of our new tea room here at Langloch Farm.
As well as producing chutneys, delicious fresh bread,
salads and soups, the conversion of the Exhibition
Space into a cafe meant there was now a demand for
home baking – and who better to bake up a storm for
customers than our brilliant volunteers?
The kitchen has come alive with the excitement of learning
new recipes and discovering hidden talents (not to mention
sampling the delicious cakes and scones – quality assurance
is very important!) With the on-set of lockdown, however,
volunteer activity in the tea room ground to a halt.
Nevertheless, this gave Kym, the newly appointed tea
room manager, the opportunity to refresh, reorganise
and plan for reopening. We can’t wait to have our
talented participants back in the kitchen, contributing
to this now thriving enterprise at CCI as it develops over
the coming months.

Environmental & Heritage Volunteering Programme
In 2019/20 42 participants made improvements to 18 local community parks, woodland and walkways. As you can see
from the table below it’s been a busy year out in the woods! At the end of the end of 2019 the team began heritage
conservation at the following nature reserves/conservation sites: Hamilton Low Parks, Loudon Pond, Cleghorn Roman
Encampment, Jock’s Burn Woods, Stonehouse Park, and Coltness Woodland. This work will continue into 2020/21 and
will include a heritage training programme.
Friends of
Stonehouse
Park

Mauldslie
Woods

Chatelherault
Country Park

Forth Eco
Project

Tree thinning

Sign
installation

Invasive species
removal

Repairing
steps

Supporting
the Clydesdale
Food Growers

Tree planting

Improving
walkways

Vegetation
control
Sustrans
Lesmahagow
Cycle path
maintenance

Crawford &
Elvanfoot
Community
Council
Landscaping
Tree and bulb
Planting

Fencing

Jock’s Burn
Orchard
Carluke
Wildflower
meadow

Restoring cycle
pathways

Clyde
Valley
Orchard
Co-op
Supporting
the Clydesdale
Food Growers

Cleghorn
Roman
Encampment
Hutter’s
Project
Path clearing
Coppicing

Tree enclosures
Adopt a
Station Project
Scotrail

CCI at
Langloch Farm

Krishna
Eco Centre,
Lesmahagow

Coatbridge
Orchard
Helping to set
up planters for
growing

Replacing
and fitting
planters

Created
a new
playpark and
nature trail

Stanmore
House,
Lanark

Louden
Pond Nature
Reserve

Upperton
Residents
Association

Hamilton Low
Parks (South
Haugh Woods)

Building
compost
bays

Creating
wildflower
meadow

Installing
planters and
seating

Path clearing
on flood plain

Erecting bat
boxes

Clearing
vegetation

Painting
barrows

Tree planting

Path clearing

Lanark Moor
Sensory
Garden

Supporting
the Clydesdale
Food Growers

General
maintenance

Castlebank
Park
Horticulture
Centre
Supporting
Clydesdale
Food Growers

Lanark in
Bloom
Welcoming
them to their
new base at
Langloch Farm

Preparing site
for school
groups

Lanark Moor
Sensory
garden
Gardening
General
maintenance

Northern
Corridor
Community
Volunteers
Cumbernauld

Lockhart
Estate,
Cleghorn

Planting
hawthorn trees

Clearing
snowdrop
areas

Path &
vegetation
clearing

Fitting bench
Larkhall
Community
Growers

St Mary’s
Primary
Outdoor
Classroom

Clearing
snowberries

Coltness
Woodland
with Coltness
High School
pupils:
Cleared paths
Drainage
Litter picking

‘’I just wanted to say what a pleasure it was to meet Ross and his Team on Tuesday.
They are a super bunch. We didn’t manage to plant all the bulbs but we certainly got
the majority done and this couldn’t have been achieved without them. Please can you
pass on my heartfelt thanks to them for me.’’
Elvanfoot resident 2019

“I can now make a difference to people, instead of
people helping me! By helping them, I’m helping me.”
Participant 2019
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Langloch Woodcrafts

Covid Response

Since April 2019, 38 individuals have volunteered their time
with the woodcraft team. They have continued to produce
quality furniture for a range of private and public partners
including planters for Scotrail’s Glasgow Queen Street
Station, bespoke pieces of household and garden furniture
for private clients and, designed and developed a range of
small gifts for sale in the Langloch Farm shop. In the past
year the workshop team have sold an incredible £20,459
worth of products!

2019/20 was an exceptional year for CCI with significant
increases in participant and community engagement
and the year that we opened our doors to the public.
Unfortunately 5 days before the launch of the new
playpark/nature trail the country went into lockdown!
With services suspended we switched to supporting our
participants by phone. We then quickly partnered up with
our friends at Healthy Valleys and other local organisations
to support the Clydesdale Foodbank to deliver food parcels.
In addition we helped with the co-ordination of Lanarkhelps,
a local community initiative offering shopping, telephone
befriending and prescription support to isolated and
vulnerable members of the local community.

“Awesome support in the workshop. Really enjoy
using the machines” Participant 2020
“Got a cabinet top and three shelves made to
measure and could not be happier with the result.
An outstanding work carried out by really friendly
staff, would 100% recommend.” Workshop Customer

Langloch Botanics
The micro-business group really pushed the boundaries
of their comfort zone as they examined the challenges
of business within a social landscape and tested various
strategies, processes and procedures. It’s been a challenging
year but what has emerged is a stronger more resilient
business with better ethical focus and enhanced quality
products. As well as continuing to research and produce
a range of natural skincare products, Langloch Botanics
is now looking to expand into homecare products. In
2019/20 13 participants have produced and sold a fantastic
£5142 worth of lip balms, soaps and sugar scrubs.

“I was referred to CCI for mental health problems;
depression and anxiety, and it’s helped me no end
meeting people in similar situations…and putting
something back in to the community, working with
the Botanics, has been brilliant.” Participant 2019

The lockdown has highlighted one of CCI’s greatest
strengths as a grass roots organisation – the ability to be
adaptive, responsive and proactive at a local community
level and to work in partnership with other agencies
to ensure a coherent and swift response to those most
in need. These challenging times will without doubt
continue into next year but CCI will continue to adjust and
respond to whatever lies ahead, to support our participants
and local community and to seize new opportunities
for productive partnerships, working together on local
solutions for local communities. Thank you to everyone
who has supported CCI throughout this year!

‘’This project has been a life saver for me! I would
recommend this for anyone who is on a downward
spiral. Not just the group leaders but the whole
team support each other.” Participant 2019

Helen Thomson
Placement Support Manager

annual review
Participants Story…

Participants Story…

He was actively seeking volunteering due to recently
moving to new area. He needed to find a new activity
and new social network. He was experiencing marriage
problems, no work and mental health dip.

One of our participants has paralysis on his left side and
has experienced long term mental health problems. He
has been involved in the workshop since being referred
by his Occupational Therapist.

His GP and Health Valleys referred him to CCI and he was
placed with a horticulture team, growing fruit and veg
at NHS hospital sites and slowly, as his confidence grew,
took on more responsibility with these groups; running
cooking sessions (using the fresh produce grown on site)
with hospital inpatients.

He was initially low in confidence, with particular concerns
about how he could effectively take part in the physical
activities required within the workshop (carrying out
woodcraft activities to make planters, benches and a range
of small wooden gifts). These concerns further affected
his mental health and his attendance became sporadic.
His key worker partnered him up with another participant
who is a retired joiner to get some extra support within
the workshop.

“This has been great for me. You listen really well.
The work gave me a distraction and built my social
network, doing worthwhile work that benefits my
community. I can hand on heart say it has saved
my marriage! I enjoyed running the cooking sessions,
it built my self-esteem and was useful for the
patients. I got a buzz from watching their
confidence grow.
I lost my identity when I retired but I don’t
feel old and my attitude is not to give up.
This project has been a life saver for me!
I would recommend this for anyone who is on
a downward spiral. Not just the group leaders
but the whole team support each other.”

The partnership has been a fantastic success. At his recent
review he reported improvements in his physical activity,
contributions to the community and aspirations towards
the future.

“Awesome support in the workshop. Really enjoy
using the machines” Workshop Participant
“Got a cabinet top and three shelves made to
measure and could not be happier with the result.
An outstanding work carried out by really friendly
staff, would 100% recommend.” Workshop Customer
“We have this week taken possession of the AV Unit
made by your wonderful craftsmen…and to say we are
delighted is an understatement. I ‘unveiled’ it at our
Board & Session meeting on Tuesday and there were
audible gasps of appreciation when people saw it for
the first time. So please pass on our sincere thanks
to all your team for a quite wonderful job.”
Workshop Customer
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Participant Outcomes

Skill level

Interested in trying new things

cummulative score

240
230
220
210
score
at start

230

cummulative score

300

250

cummulative score

CCI’s programmes offer individuals the opportunity to make a
contribution to the community, local landscapes and CCI micro
businesses. Our participants are active service providers and our
programmes are designed to increase participants’ health and
wellbeing, self-confidence, skills, sense of inclusion and contribution.
Each participant is supported to make a substantive contribution to
CCI’s outputs and is valued for their unique contributions, strengths,
talents, aspirations and experiences. While doing all this work, our
participants find that the biggest impact is on themselves.

Part of a team

225
150
75
0

score at
6 months

score
at start

218
205
193
180

score at
6 months

score
at start

score at
6 months

Evaluation

213
205
198
190
score
at start

score at
6 months

“At his last review he mentioned the possibility of starting
to look for paid employment and has surprised everyone with
his motivation and drive to pursue this. Even through a recent
family illness, he has managed to attend all appointments and
has recently taken on paid employment with a local gardener.
We’re delighted for him” CCI Group Worker 2019
Physically active

Confidence

203
195
188
180
score
at start

score at
6 months

230

213
205
198
190
score
at start

score at
6 months

“I can now make a difference
to people, instead of people
helping me! By helping them,
I’m helping me” Participant 2019

220
210
200
190
score
at start

score at
6 months

“This has been a life changing
experience; it has been a journey
from where I was, I should
have been sectioned, to where
I’ve ended up today. CCI have
been a huge part of my recovery,
I’m running about just now
being grateful to everybody.“
Participant 2019

230

cummulative score

cummulative score

210

Optimistic about the future

220

cummulative score

The results of the questionnaire consistently show substantial
improvements in the following areas: Health and wellbeing; Skills;
Physical activity; Feeling part of a team; Contributing to your community;
Willingness to try new things and Increased sense of optimism.

Contributing to your community

220

cummulative score

To capture the wellbeing outcomes of our participants we continue
to use our ‘Five Ways to Wellbeing’ questionnaire. We ask our
participants a range of questions when they start with CCI and
then follow up with them every 6 months.

Health & wellbeing

cummulative score

Individual outcomes vary greatly from improved health as part of an
individual’s mental health recovery plan to preparing for mainstream
training or employment for a young person on a training placement.

220
210
200
190
score
at start

score at
6 months

“Since joining the team at CCI she seems to have gained a new confidence and a self
esteem…. I think she’s feeling quite chuffed with herself at the moment, she certainly
surprised me, and herself!” Participant Carer 2019
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cci enterprises
Over the last year we have expanded our Social
Enterprise models dramatically. With the opening
of “The Barn” and our Nature Play Areas we have
taken on a new identity in the Social Enterprise
marketplace. Here is an overview of what CCI
can offer:
Woodcraft @ CCI
Our qualified crafts folk and participants make exquisite
handmade furniture and gifts that can be purchased
through our shop or designed and built to order. With
more than fifteen years’ experience creating bespoke
indoor and outdoor furniture of all sizes our woodwork
staff would be happy to talk to you about your ideas
for bespoke items. We can also work with Schools,
Community Groups and other Agencies about public
sphere projects.

The Barn Gift Shop @ Langloch
The Barn Gift Shop is not only a destination
venue for that one of a kind gift but also a vital
element of Langloch Farm at CCI, allowing
us to showcase the social enterprise products
made on site in our Kitchen, Workshop and
Botanics Room, as well as fabulous items from
talented local artists and crafters.

The Barn Tearoom @ Langloch
Langloch Botanics
Langloch Botanics is just one of our microbusiness
within the CCI portfolio. Our participants hand
make a range of natural skin care products from
herbal soaps to lip balms. These are made on the
Farm by our participants, using only fair trade
ingredients with herbs grown at Langloch Farm,
from seed to sale. All of our products are
cosmetically approved. 100% of all proceeds
of Langloch Botanics products go back to support
the charity.

“The Kitchen” @ Langloch
“The Kitchen” at Langloch Farm produce a scrumptious
range of chutneys of the likes you have never tasted
before. All are produced on site using local ingredients
(many from our very own growing areas) by the expert
hands of our food groups. Their dedication to producing
a top quality product can be tasted in every spoonful.

Either before or after a browse in the Gift
Shop, you can enjoy the exceptional homemade
soups, sandwiches and snacks from The Barn
Tea Room menu and indulge yourself with
a piece of our exceptional homebaking,
all in the beautiful surroundings of
Langloch Farm.

Nature Play @ CCI
Take a wander through our Nature Trail,
discover our hidden natural treasures and
collect stickers to become a Langloch
Nature Sleuth, or simply soak
up the tranquil atmosphere.
Grab a blanket from the
tearoom and enjoy a rest
while the children explore
the natural play area and
log cabin.

However you choose to spend your visit to Langloch, a warm welcome awaits.
14
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managing director’s
report

Every year, for almost two decades, I have to write this report;
and every year I look back over all the events, activities,
challenges and successes and try and formulate a new and
exciting way to tell the story of our year, and every year
I am forced back to the same starting point; did CCI support
people to make a valued contribution to their community?

Of course having such a clear, simple and
consistent mission statement is a blessing,
even if it offends my instinct to look for
something creative and inspirational to put
in the annual report; because our mission
statement remains creative and inspirational.
In supporting people to make a contribution
to their community, by defining people
by their interests and abilities, by rejecting
the power relationship between service
user and service provider, by recognising
that the whole community must be a core
partner in social inclusion, by understanding
that people experiencing illness, disability
and disadvantage share the same aspirations
as the communities in which they live, by
trusting that self-esteem and well-being
comes from positive relationships built
on mutual respect rather than a prescription
from experts and authorities, by valuing
people for who they are rather than
what we feel they should be, we can
make the most valuable contribution
to our community.
It is my responsibility to review the
management of CCI, our policies and
practice, our financial performance, our
strategic development, our adherence
to regulation and standards, however the
starting point has to be the core mission
and for that I urge you to skip to our
placement support managers’ report
where all the really important stuff is.
I am sure you will agree that it is pretty
impressive. We worked with more people,
who reported greater benefits, working on
more social enterprise and community asset
projects delivering a greater contribution
than ever before. Our teams have been
amazing, led by our wonderful staff, working
with fantastic partners from across our
community, public and third sectors.
A massive thank you on the part of the
management team to everyone, particularly
those who have had to deal on a daily
basis with the management team (I am
thinking of the aforementioned staff!).
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Because our simple mission statement
is not as easy as it sounds. In order to support
people to make a contribution to their
community we need to provide exceptional
support packages and to identify and deliver
genuinely valuable tasks for people to
contribute towards. This is where the policies,
strategies and standards come in.
Over the year 19 – 20 we continued to
develop our person centred planning and
reporting mechanisms to ensure that
individuals fully participate in their personal
plans and that they achieve their goals. Helen
and her team have been exceptional in their
commitment to the highest standards of
person centred, asset based practice, working
with participants, carers and partners we have
improved the support packages to reflect
the exceptionally diverse needs of our
participants and to make sure that individuals
can work safely and confidently as part
of a team.
Strategically we addressed some significant
challenges during the year, the greatest of
which was the decision to close CCI Scotland
our landscape construction company and
to refocus our primary social enterprise
activities on Langloch Farm visitor experience.
The decision to close CCI Scotland was
enormously difficult however after a ten
years commitment it was apparent that the
tension between maintaining a commercially
viable construction company and delivering
social impact was becoming increasingly
difficult and that the contribution to our core
mission was not sustainable. Everyone in the
organisation was sorry to lose Dougie and
his team and we would all like to offer our
thanks and best wishes to them for their
future ventures.
As always my personal and professional
thanks to our amazing board of directors
whose commitment, insight and calmness
provides the firm foundation on which all
of CCI’s success is based’.

Niall McShannon

Managing Director
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finance & commercial
manager report
Well I can honestly say we have never had such a challenging
but exciting year at CCI. With the decision to close our
landscape construction division came the opportunity
to re-focus on the organisation as a whole and drive
forward the existing Social Enterprise projects. Langloch
Botanics and Langloch Kitchen, together with our
Woodcraft Enterprise were more than up for the challenge,
kick-starting new product development and improving
the quality of products.
The next item on the agenda was to develop Langloch
Farm as a destination for visitors, provide an outlet for
our products and make use of vacant space within the
buildings – tadah, The Barn at Langloch was created.
In usual CCI fashion, budgets were tight (non existent)
and deadlines were tighter. Somehow everyone pulled
together and we were able to launch not only a tearoom
and giftshop but also our Nature Trail and Nature Play
areas in October 2019. It is a huge commendation to the
commitment of our staff team of what we were able
to achieve in such a short time.

A soft launch took place and feedback was excellent.
Pre Christmas sales from the giftshop were encouraging
and our range of crafters products were expanded
to give customers a wider range of local crafts.
Plans were in place for a spectacular opening event
in late March – until COVID19 struck and all plans
were cancelled.
We have used the time in lockdown effectively to develop
ideas and make plans on how Langloch Farm will become
an established local attraction. If last year was exciting,
wait until you see what we have in store next. (Hopefully
without a Pandemic hindering our progress).
None of the progress to date would have been possible
without our fantastic staff team. As the saying goes
“when the going gets tough, the tough get going”
so huge thanks so our toughies.

Karen Tennent
Finance & Commercial Manager

Big Lottery
The Big Lottery have provided support
to establish our Social Enterprise Micro
Business which will produce Botanical products from
materials grown and harvested at Langloch.
Additional funding has also been provided by Big Lottery
for 5 years through the Connecting, Contributing,
Coping in the Community Fund. This will help improve
the confidence and social networks of people with
mental health issues or additional support needs
in South Lanarkshire through engaging in small
social enterprise ventures.

LEADER
This funding allows CCI to support local
communities to develop and maintain local
environmental and conservation assets. It also helps
individuals and groups to develop the skills and confidence
to be able to take ongoing responsibility for the maintenance
of these assets. Also capital funding to support with the
building of an industrial unit to extend our woodworking
social enterprise activities.

South Lanarkshire Renewable
Energy Fund
Capital funding was provided to support the building
of an industrial unit to extend our woodworking social
enterprise activities.

Lottery Heritage

grants & funds

The Lottery heritage fund have provided
funding to enable CCI to deliver a 12 month project to
engage with volunteers with a focus on 6 local natural
heritage sites which would benefit from conservation works.

Health & Social Care Alliance
Self Management Fund
Henry Smith Trust

Integrated Care Fund

The Henry Smith Charity has provided
support for the delivery of vocational
rehabilitation programmes to individuals with severe
mental health issues in Lanarkshire.

Funding from the Integrated Care
Fund has allowed CCI to establish a project where
the primary activity is to assist people with enduring
mental health conditions, disability or other long
term conditions to participate in facilitated therapeutic
horticulture and woodcraft groupwork activities.
These groups focus on peer mentoring, developing
coping and self-management strategies, increasing
health, well-being and personal confidence.

Robertson Trust
Robertson Trust funding is providing
support to the range of inclusion and enterprise activities
within our workshop, enabling individuals facing significant
disadvantage and barriers to social inclusion and
employment to progress into more demanding and
challenging enterprise activities.
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This funding allows CCI to support individuals with
severed and enduring mental health conditions and
other long term conditions to participate in community
volunteering and social enterprise projects with individual
and relevant support.

Scottish Government Investing
in Communities
Investing in communities funding is
utilised to deliver CCI’s activities within the Food Growing
Network and the engagement of people and communities
experiencing food poverty and multiple disadvantage in
the production and distribution of locally grown food.

Keep Scotland Beautiful Climate
Challenge Fund
Climate Challenge Funding will enable CCI
to develop and support a Men’s Shed and Women’s
Workshop undertaking active programmes of reuse
and recycling including tool refurbishment and library
and furniture recycling. Also to establish a weekly
Gardeners’ Exchange where individuals from the
community and community growing groups can swap
or donate excess produce, seeds and materials, and
knowledge and expertise

NHS Lanarkshire/SNH
Scottish Natural Heritage
provide funding for a pilot project
to deliver health and wellbeing outcomes through engaging
disadvantaged and priority care groups in community based
growing projects throughout North and South Lanarkshire.

Garfield Weston
Garfield Weston provide funding to
support CCI’s core costs and enable the
organization to continue delivering the person centered
model of support to all individuals who wish to make a
contribution to their community and require support in
order to do so.

Agnes Hunter
Funding provided by the Agnes Hunter
Trust enables support to be provided to
participants involved in our Social Enterprise Programmes
including our Botanics production, food production,
tearoom and gift shop.

UK Steel
UK Steel have once again
supported CCI with capital costs in relation to our
woodmill shed and Nature Play Area.

South Lanarkshire Council
Business Support
South Lanarkshire Council provided capital
funding to assist with the purchase of tearoom equipment
and a specialist wheelchair to enable our nature trail to be
fully accessible to all.
A special thanks also to Louise Witter from the
Cleghorn Roman Camp Hutters for ongoing support.
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